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Dealing with Difficult people, by Paul Clifford, Organisational Psychologist, FBG Group 
 
From time to time we all have the challenge of dealing with someone who seems to be 
making our life harder.  It could be our manager, parents, a client or the person at our 
insurance or phone company.  Their difficult behaviour can leave us feeling emotionally 
drained - but only if we choose it to.    
 
Having said that, getting ourselves to a point where it’s not impacting on us emotionally can 
be a long road.  However, the road can be a very worthwhile one. Many of us would do 
anything to be good at not letting others get under our skin.  The emotional pain and the 
loss of sleep – surely life’s too short for that! 
 
So how can we minimise the impact of other’s poor behaviour on our emotional health?  
Here are a few ideas. 
 

1. Practice assertiveness.  You’ve heard about the passive-aggressive.  They can’t say 
what they really think because they are afraid of any conflict and can’t handle 
someone disagreeing with them.  They then explode as a way of trying to force their 
way to getting something.  If you engage in passive-aggressive behaviour you are 
unlikely to be successful in dealing with a difficult person.  The difficult person will 
read your passivity as a lack of confidence and your aggression as a loss of control 
and permission to continue behaving badly.  When you respond assertively to 
someone you are stating what you want or what you think calmly and 
unapologetically.  This sends a signal to the difficult person that you are confident 
and not prepared to entertain their bad behaviour.  Your assertiveness will not cure 
the other person’s bad behaviour but it will send a powerful message which may go 
part of the way toward defusing it.  Most importantly though, it gives you the best 
chance of minimising the emotional impact of their behaviour on you.    

2. Respond to anger with interest.  Responding to an angry person with genuine 
interest may seem rather difficult but it can be a powerful way to diffuse their anger.  
Most angry people are expecting anger to be met by anger or passivity.  When it’s 
met by genuine interest, i.e “you seem very angry, I want to know how I can help”, 
the angry person is often thrown off guard and begins to talk more rationally.  Asking 
an angry person to sit down with you can also be an effective strategy to defuse 
anger.  It’s harder for an angry person to remain that way when they are sitting 
down.   

3. Keep the focus on the issue.  Difficult people will often try to distract you away from 
the main issue particularly if they know they will lose that battle.  Just imagine you 
have exposed someone who has made a decision that is in their own interest but 
unfairly goes against the interests of others.  Often this person will respond by 
seeking to undermine your credibility or find a flaw in your process.  Don’t take the 
bait.  Resist retaliating with a personal attack. Keep focusing on the real substantive 
issue – their self-interested decision.  In sporting parlance it’s called playing the ball, 
not the man!   

4. Keep your emotions under control.  Your emotions are your Achilles heel in conflict 
management.  Keeping them in check will dramatically increase your chances of 
effectively dealing with a difficult person.  Emotions distract you away from logic and 
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it is logic that you most need when under pressure.  A difficult person will stretch 
your capability to remain logical.  You need your thinking cap on in earnest.  If your 
emotional hat goes on you can forget it – you’ll end up just as irrational as your 
difficult person and get nowhere fast!  

5. Don’t deal with difficult people unnecessarily.   Sometimes we have little choice – 
the person behaving badly is someone we can’t avoid.  We have to face them; we 
have to deal with them, and to do so will be good for our own personal 
development.  However, some difficult people can be avoided.  At times it is 
important to take a step back and assess whether the person causing you grief has to 
be part of your life.  Sometimes it is appropriate to minismise or sever ties 
altogether.  You may have convinced yourself that you have no choice but to 
continue allowing this person into your life.  Is that really the case though?  Are you 
keeping them in your life because you are afraid of what others might think of you if 
you break that relationship?  Is continually dealing with this person causing more 
harm than good?  Whilst avoidance is often a poor strategy, in some cases it is 
entirely appropriate.                            

 
 
Contact Paul on 0423771839 or e-mail him at pclifford@fbggroup.com.au if you’d like to 
know more about how to effectively deal with difficult people.  
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